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FIXED POINT SETS

L. E. WARD, JR.

The principal results are the following. If M is a metric
space homeomorphic to a subset of a real linear space which
is star-shaped with respect to an element p, or if M is home-
omorphic to an arcwise connected subspace of a dendroid
which is smooth at a point p, then each closed subset of M
which contains p is the fixed point set of a continuous map-
ping of M. If M is a continuum having Property W (this is
a class of Peano continua containing the local dendrites and
the continua containing no continuum of condensation) then
each nonempty closed subset of M is a fixed point set. It is
shown that a subset K of a dendrite is the fixed point set of
a continuous surjection if and only if the complement of K
is not homeomorphic to [0, oo).

1» Introduction* This paper is concerned with the following
problem. If M is a topological space and if F is a subset of M,
when does there exist a continuous mapping f:M—*M such that F
is precisely the set of fixed points of / ? If M has the fixed point
property then it is obvious that F must be nonempty, and if M is a
Hausdorff space then F must be a closed set. Moreover, M and each
singleton subset of M are the fixed point sets of the identity and
constant mappings, respectively.

Let us call the subset F of M a fixed point set of M if there
exists a continuous self-mapping of M whose set of fixed points is
exactly F. The space M has the complete invariance property if
each of its nonempty closed subsets is a fixed point set. Relatively
little information concerning the fixed point sets of a space has ap-
peared in the literature. H. Robbins [7] has shown by a very simple
argument that an n-ce\l has the complete invariance property, and
Helga Schirmer [9] proved that a dendrite has the complete invariance
property. In what follows we are able to widen somewhat the class
of spaces which have this property and we also determine all of the
subsets of a dendrite which are the fixed point sets of a continuous
surjection. However, the following intriguing question remains open.
Does every Peano continuum have the complete invariance property^.

2* Fixed point sets of dendrites and dendroids* The arguments
employed by Robbins and Schirmer made implicit use of the potent
contractibility properties of w-cells and dendrites. Our first result
isolates the precise properties they exploited.
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THEOREM 1. Let (M, p) be a metric space and suppose there exists
an element p of M and a homotopy h: M x J —• M such that h(x, 0) = x
for all xeM, and ifxΦp and t > 0 then h(x, t) Φ x. If K is a
closed subset of M and pe K then K is a fixed point set of M.

Proof. We may assume p ^ 1 and define / : M—>M by

f(x) = h(x, p(x, K)) .

It is obvious that / is continuous. If x e K then p(x, K) = 0 and
hence f(x) = h(x, 0) = x. If x e M - K then ρ(x, K) > 0 so that
f(x) Φ x.

COROLLARY 1.1. If M is a metric space homeomorphic to a sub-
set of a real linear topological space and if M is star-shaped with
respect to one of its elements, p, then each closed subset of M which
contains p is a fixed point set of M. In particular, each space home-
omorphic to a convex subset of a linear topological space has the com-
plete invariance property.

Proof. Let h(x, t) — (1 — t)x + tp and apply Theorem 1.

If x and y are distinct elements of a dendrite D, then there is
a unique arc [x9 y] with x and y as endpoints. We let [x, x] = {x}.

LEMMA 1. If D is a dendrite and peD then there exists a
homotopy h: D x I-+Ώ such that for each xe D, h(x, 0) = x and
h(χf 1) = p. Moreover, h(p, t) = p for all te I and, ifxφp and t > 0,
then h(x, t) Φ x.

Proof. Since D is a Peano continuum, it admits a convex metric,
p [1]. Therefore, for each xeD there is a unique element h(x,t)e
[p, x] such that

p(x, h{x, t)) = tρ(x, p) .

It is clear that h satisfies the conditions of the lemma, save that h
is continuous. To establish the continuity of h, suppose xn is a
sequence in D and tn is a sequence in / such that lim xn = x and
lim tn — t. It is a property of dendrites [3] that lim [p, xn] — [p, x],
and hence the sequence h(xn, tn) has a limit point in [p, x]. By select-
ing a suitable subsequence, we may assume lim h(x%9 tn) = y. Now

ρ{x, y) = lim ρ(xn, h(xn, tn)) = lim tnρ(xu, p) = tρ(x, p) ,

and hence y = h(x, t).
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THEOREM 2. If M is a connected subspace of a dendrίte then M
has the complete ίnvariance property.

Proof. Let pe Ka MaD where D is a dendrite, M is a con-
nected subspace of D, and K is a closed subset of M. Then M is
arcwise connected and hence for each x e M, the arc [p, x] is contained
in M. If h is the homotopy of Lemma 1 then h(M x /) c M9 so that,
by Theorem 1, K is a fixed point set of M.

A tree is a compact connected Hausdorff space in which each pair
of distinct points can be separated by a third point. Thus a dendrite
is simply a metrizable tree. Helga Schirmer [9] has asked if trees
have the complete invariance property. This question has a negative
answer. Indeed, there is an ordered continuum (i.e., a tree without
branch points), whose two endpoints are not a fixed point set. To
see this, let M be the unit square I x I ordered lexicographically;
that is, (α, b) ^ (c, d) if and only if a < c, or a = c and b ^ d. It is
well-known that M is a continuum relative to the order topology and
that its two endpoints are 0 = (0, 0) and 1 = (1, 1). Now suppose
f: M—» M is continuous and that /(0) = 0 and /(I) — 1. If / has no
other fixed points then we may assume x < f(x) for each x e M — {0, 1}.
(The case x > f(x) for each x e M — {0, 1} can be handled by a similar
argument.) It follows that there exists a < 1 such that /(0, α) — (0, 1)
and that /(0, 1) = (6, c) with b > 0. If A denotes the segment joining
(0, a) and (0, 1), then f(A) contains the segment joining (0, 1) and
(6, c), and therefore /(A) contains uncountably many mutually disjoint
open intervals. On the other hand, A is separable and hence f{A) is
separable. This is a contradiction.

The practical effect of this example is to make it highly unlikely
that Theorem 2 will admit any generalization to a non-metric setting.
However, by relaxing the hypothesis of local connectivity, generaliza-
tions can be obtained.

Recall that a dendroid is a hereditarily unicoherent, arcwise con-
nected compactum. It is easy to see that every dendrite is a dendroid
and that dendroids have the property that two distinct elements are
the endpoints of a unique arc. This property makes it possible to
study a dendroid D in terms of the following intrinsic partial order
([5], [10], and [11]). If p e D, let

Γv = {(a?, y) e D x D: x e [p, y]} ,

where [p, y] is the unique arc from p to y. Then Γp is a partial
order.

A dendroid D is smooth at p provided whenever xn is a sequence
in D with lima* = x, then lim [p, xn] = [p, x]. It follows from [5]
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that D is smooth at p if and only if Γp is closed. By a theorem of
Carruth [2] a smooth dendroid admits a radially convex metric, i.e.,
a metric p such that p ^ 1 and if (x, y) e Γp and (#, z) e Γp with t/ ^ 2,
then |0(α5, y) < ρ(x, z).

THEOREM 3. If D is a dendroid, if peD such that D is smooth
at p, if M is an arcwise connected subspace of D, and if K is a closed
subset of M such that peK, then K is a fixed point set of M.

Proof. For each x e M let h(x, t) be the unique element of [p, x]
such that

p(x, h(x, t)) = tp(x, p) ,

where p is a radially convex metric for D and p ^ 1. Then h is
well-defined, and the remainder of proof follows those of Lemma 1
and Theorem 2.

The hypothesis of smoothness at p cannot be deleted from the
hypotheses of Theorem 3. To see this let D be the so-called Cantor
fan, i.e., D is the union of the arcs Te = [m, e] where m = (1/2,1)
in the plane and e is an element of the Cantor set in the α -̂axis. It
is readily verified that D is smooth at m and is nonsmooth at all
other points. Let K denote the set of endpoints of D and suppose
K is the fixed point set of some mapping / : D —• D. Then there
exists eoeK such that f{m) e TeQ — {m}, and it follows that for each
e G K — {e0} there exists xee Te — {m} such that f(xe) = m. If en is a
sequence in K — {eQ} which converges to e09 then a subsequence of the
elements xen converges to x e TβQ, and hence f(x) = m. A simple argu-
ment demonstrates that / has another fixed point between m and x.
This example also shows that set K of Theorem 3 must contain the
point at which D is smooth.

3. Complete invariance and property W. Following the usage
of R. L. Wilder [13] we use the term Peano space to mean a locally
connected, locally compact, connected metric space. As usual, a Peano
continuum is a compact Peano space. As noted in the introduction,
it is not known whether every Peano space, or even every Peano
continuum, has the complete in variance property. In this section, we
make a modest contribution to that problem.

A curve set of a Peano space is a nonempty compact subset whose
components form a null family of locally connected continua, i.e.,
each component is locally connected and for each ε > 0 only finitely
many of the components have diameter exceeding ε. A curve set is
called dendritic if each of its nondegenerate components is a dendrite.
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Note that every nonempty closed subset of a dendritic curve set is
a dendritic curve set. A theorem of Zippin [14] asserts that if K is
a dendritic curve set contained in the Peano continuum P, then there
exists a dendrite D such that KaDaP. In fact, the dendrite D
is a continuum which is irreducible with respect to containing K.
(I am indebted to Professor A. Lelek for calling Zippin's paper to
my attention.)

THEOREM 4. If M is a Peano space and if K is a dendritic curve
set of M, then K is a fixed point set of M.

Proof. Since K is compact and M is a Peano space, there is a
finite family {Vl9 •••, Vn} of open sets such that each Vn is a Peano
continuum and Ka{V1\J U Vn). There exist arcs ai5 joining each
pair of sets V{ and V3 . (If Vt Π V3- is nonempty, let aid be a point
of Vi Π Vj.) It is obvious that

P= L
i

is a Peano continuum containing K. By Zippin's theorem there exists
a dendrite D such that ί c f l c P , and by Theorem 2 there is a
mapping f:D—+D whose fixed point set is K. Since D is an absolute
retract [6, p. 344], / can be extended to a mapping /: M—>D, and
the fixed point set of / is K.

COROLLARY 4.1. Each nonempty, compact, totally disconnected
subset of a Peano space M is a fixed point set of M.

It is possible to strengthen Theorem 4 somewhat. We denote the
boundary of a subset A of a space by dA.

THEOREM 5. If M is a Peano space and if K is a nonempty
compact subset of M such that each component ofM—K has a den-
dritic curve set as boundary, then K is a fixed point set of M.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that if U is a component of M — K
then d U is a fixed point set of U9 for then there exists a continuous
mapping fuiϋ—^D whose fixed point set is dU. If f: M—> M is
defined by

f\κ=i,

for each component U of M — K, then it is easy to see that / is
continuous with K as fixed point set.
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As in the proof of Theorem 4 we invoke Zippin's theorem to
assert the existence of a dendrite D such that dUaDczM. Thus M
is the union of the two closed sets, U U D and (M — U) U D9 and the
intersection of these sets is the locally connected set D. By Theorem
10, page 232 of [6], Ull D — U\J D is locally connected and hence is
a Peano space. By Theorem 4, dU is a fixed point set of U{J D and
hence also of U.

Theorem 5 can be employed to enlarge somewhat the class of
spaces known to have the complete invariance property. Let us say
that a continuum M has property W if M is locally connected and
if each nonempty, proper, connected open subset of M has a dendritic
curve set as boundary. Continua having property W do not seem to
have received much study.

THEOREM 6. Property W is hereditary among Peano continua.

Proof. If M is a Peano continuum having property W, let N be
a locally connected subcontinuum of M. If V is a nonempty, proper,
connected open subset of JV, then there exists an open set U of M
such that V = U Π N. If R denotes the component of U which con-
tains V, then R is an open subset of M and V = R Π N. By a
straightforward computation, the boundary of V (relative to N) is a
closed subset of dR and hence is a dendritic curve set.

THEOREM 7. If M is a continuum which contains no continuum
of condensation, or if M is a local dendrite, then M has property W.

Proof. If M contains no continuum of condensation or if M is a
local dendrite, then M is locally connected. Further, if M has no
continuum of condensation then each open subset has a totally discon-
nected boundary so that property W is immediate.

Before considering the case where M is a local dendrite, it is
helpful to dispose of the special case where M is a dendrite. Let U
be a nonempty, proper, connected open subset of M, and suppose a
and b are distinct elements of dU. Since M is hereditarily locally
connected, each of its connected Gδ sets is arcwise connected [12] and
hence U (J {a, b} contains an arc oc from a to b. Since M contains no
other arc from a to 6, {a} is a component of dU, i.e., dU is totally
disconnected and is therefore a dendritic curve set.

Finally, if M is a local dendrite then it follows from a theorem
of Dimitroff [4] that M = D U Ax U U An9 where D is a dendrite,
each of the sets A* is an arc, distinct arcs A{ are disjoint save possibly
for common endpoints, and each set Aif] D consists of either one or
both of the endpoints of A{. If U is a connected open subset of M
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and U is not contained in the arc Aif then each component of U Π A{

contains an endpoint of A+. Moreover, if x e U Π D and yeU—D,
then there exist arcs [x, t] and [t, y] such that [x, ί ] c f l , ί is an end-
point of some Ai9 and [t, y]f] D = {£}. Since there are only finitely-
many such elements t, the set U Π D has at most finitely many com-
ponents, Vu •••, Vm, and by the case already considered, the sets dV3-
are totally disconnected. Since

u=\j{vJ}ui){unAi}9
j=l i=l

it follows that

U A*)},

and hence 3Z7 is a subset of the union of a finite family of totally
disconnected sets. Consequently 3 U is totally disconnected and there-
fore M has property W.

There exist regular curves which do not have property W, and
a continuum may have property W without being hereditarily locally
connected. Thus the continua with property W do not fit in very
well with the usual classification of curves. It would be interesting to
know if dim (M) = 1 whenever M is a continuum with property W.

THEOREM 8. A continuum with property W has the complete
invariance property.

Proof. If M is a continuum with property W and if K is a
nonempty closed subset of M, then the components of M — K are
open and hence their boundaries are dendritic curve sets. The con-
clusion follows from Theorem 5.

4* Surjective fixed point sets* We consider now the related
problem of determining which closed subsets of a space are the fixed
point sets of continuous surjections. We term such subsets surjective
fixed point sets. One sees immediately that every closed subset of Sι

is a surjective fixed point set. It is not difficult to show that an
appropriate class of linear topological spaces has the same property.

THEOREM 9. If L is a metrizable real linear topological space
and K is a closed subset of L then K is a surjective fixed point set
of L.
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Proof. The empty set is the fixed point set of any translation
of L. If K is nonempty then (via a translation) we may assume 0 e K
and define

f(x) = (1 + p(x, K))x .

It is obvious that / is continuous, f(x) = x if x e K, and f(x) Φ x if
β 6 L — if. Moreover, / maps each half-line Hx = {ί#: £ ̂  0} into itself,
so to see that / is surjective it suffices to show that / maps Hx onto
itself. Now if x e L — K then x lies on the segment joining 0 and
f(x) and hence xef(Hx).

Relatively few spaces enjoy the property that all of their closed
subsets—even their nonempty closed subsets—are surjective fixed point
sets. A very simple argument shows that {0} and {1} are not sur-
jective fixed point sets of / — [0, 1], but that all other nonempty
closed subsets of / are surjective fixed point sets. This situation for
the case of the unit interval provides a good deal of insight into the
results we obtain next, in which the surjective fixed point sets of
dendrites are characterized (Theorem 10). As one might suspect,
fixed set problems for surjections offer greater technical difficulties
than in the cases heretofore considered.

LEMMA 2. If D is a dendrite, K is a connected subset of D and
R is a component of D — K, then dR contains just one element.

Proof. Every connected subset of a dendrite is arcwise connected.
Therefore, if dR contains distinct elements x and y, then both K (J {x, y}
and R (J {%, y} contain arcs joining x and y. But then D contains a
simple closed curve, contrary to the hypothesis that D is a dendrite.

LEMMA 3. Let aγ and a2 be cutpoints of the dendrite D. If U1

and U2 are disjoint components of D — {αj and D — {α2}, respectively,
and if Όx is a subcontinuum of D such that

{ ^ c J c A c f l - (E7ΊU U2) ,

then there exists a continuous surjection f:D~+D such that f\Dί is
the identity, /(Z7Ί) = D — Ul9f(U^ — D — U2 and, if U is some com-
ponent of D — Dx distinct from UΊ and U2, then f{U) = dU.

Proof. Let a be an arc contained in U,. By the Hahn-Mazurkiwicz
theorem, there is a mapping of a. onto D — U^ Since D — UΊ is a
dendrite, it is an absolute retract, and hence this mapping can be
extended continuously to a mapping of U1 onto D — U1 which keeps
αx fixed. Let f\Uι be that extension. In a similar way let f\U2
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map U2 continuously onto D — U2 with f(a2) = α2. If Z7 is a component
of D — Dλ which is distinct from U1 and U2, then by Lemma 2, dU
is a single point. Therefore, if / is extended to all of D by f\D1 = 1
and /(£/) = dU, then / satisfies the conclusions of the lemma.

LEMMA 4. If D is a dendrίte which is not an arc and if x0 e D,
then {x0} is a surjectίve fixed point set of D.

Proof. Since D is not an arc, there exist distinct endpoints eL

and e2 of D lying in D — {xQ}. The intersection of the arcs [e19 x0]
and [e2, xQ] is a (possibly degenerate) arc [b, x0]. If p is SL convex
metric for D with p ^ 1, then, as in Lemma 1, we may obtain a
homotopy h: D x I —> Z) by letting /&(&, ί) be the unique element of
[a?0, x] such that

<o(α, / φ , t)) = tp(x, xQ) .

In particular, h(x, 0) — x for each α; G D,

h((D x {1}) U ({xQ} x I)) = α?o ,

and if 0 < t < 1 and a? Φ xQ, then α;0 ̂  h(x, t) Φ x.
Let aL and α2 be cutpoints of the arcs [6, ej and [6, β2], respectively.

We may assume h(ei9 1/2) = a{ for each i = 1, 2. Select cx 6 [α1? βj and
c2 e [α2, β2] such that h(ely 1/4) = Cj and h(e2, 1/4) = c2. For each i — 1, 2,
let Z7i be the component of D — {αj which contains eίβ According to
Lemma 3 there exists a continuous surjection f:D—>D such that
/ ( ^ ) = D - ^,/(f72) = D- U2, and / | φ - (ϋi U K)) - 1. Indeed,
according to the proof of Lemma 3, we may assume f([a1} cj) Z) D •— Z7Ί
and /([α2, cj) => D - J72. Define g: D-+D bγ g(z) - /A(2, 1/4). Obvi-
ously (/ is continuous and, since

h(D x {1/4}) 3 [αx, cj U [α2, c2] ,

we infer that g is surjective. It is obvious that g(xQ) = /(ίc0) = #0

If « e D - {x0} then either h(z, 1/4) G t^ U U2 or Λ(̂ , 1/4) eD - (U.U U2).
In the former case, z e Uι U Ϊ72 and g(z) e D — {Όx U U2) so that ^ ̂  ^(^).
In the latter case,

g{z) = fc(z, 1/4) ^ «

and so the fixed point set of g is {x0}.
If D is a dendrite we write £7(2?) to denote the set of endpoints

of D.

LEMMA 5. // D is a dendrίte then E(D) is a surjective fixed
point set of D.
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Proof. Let x0 e E(D) and define h as in Lemma 4 Define / : D—+D
by

f(x) = h(x, p(x, E(D)) .

If x e E(D) then/(a?) = h(x, 0) = x, and if x e D - #(£>) then p(x, E(D)) > 0
and x Φ x0 so that /(a?) =£ #.

We require three more rather technical lemmas.

LEMMA 6. Let D be a dendrίte and suppose E(D) is a closed
subset of D. If K is a subcontίnuum of D, R is a component of
D - K with dR = {b}, if xoeD - (K\J E{D)) and A is the subcon-
tinuum of D which is irreducible about (Rf) E{D)) U {x0}, then there
exists a continuous surjection f: R—>D1 such that f(b) = x0 and the
fixed point set off is Rf) E(D). In case xoeR, it also follows that
Xoe[b,f(xo)].

Proof. By Lemma 2, dR contains only a single element b. More-
over, R Π E(D) is nonempty, for R must contain at least two non-
cutpoints and hence at least one noncutpoint other than b; since R is
a dendrite that noncutpoint of R is an endpoint of R, and it is easy
to see that it is also an endpoint of D.

We assume first that xQeD — R, so that Dι = R\J[bfx0]. If
p is a convex metric for D we may assume p(b, R Π E(D)) = 1,
because E(D) is a closed set. As in Lemma 4 let h: R x I-^D1

be the homotopy obtained by letting h(x, t) be the unique point of
[x, x0] such that

p(x, h(x, t)) = tρ(x9 x0) .

If we define

f(x) = h(x,p(x,RΠE(D)))

then / is clearly continuous, and since ^(6, R Π E{D)) — 1 we infer
that f(b) = x0. If xeRΠ E(D) then f(x) = h(x, 0) = x, and if xeR -
E(D) then /(a?) ^ a?. Finally, if e e R Π £/(D) then / maps [e, &] onto
[e, a?0] and hence f(R) = Λ U [&, #0] = A

Now suppose #0 e JB, and note that in this case A is properly
contained in R. Since x0 is not an endpoint of D, there exists
eλ G iϋ Π 2£(JD) such that #0 e [6, ej — {ej. Let φ: R x I~*R be the
homotopy obtained by letting φ(x, t) be the unique element of [x, ex]
such that

p(x, φ(x, t)) = tρ(x9 et) .
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There is no loss of generality if we assume in this case that

p(b, R n E{D)) < 1

and hence we may assume

φ(b, p(b, R (Ί E(D)) = Xo .

If / is defined on R by

f(x) = φ(x, p(x, R Π

then / is clearly continuous, f(b) = x0, and the fixed point set of / is
jβ Π E(D). Since D1 is the union of the arcs [x0, e] where e e R Π E(D),
and since φ([b, e\) ZD [XQ, e], it follows that f(R) = Dλ. Finally, since
f(x0) e [x0, e,] and x0 e [b, e j , we conclude that x0 e [6, /(α?0)].

LEMMA 7. If D is a dendrite, T is a closed set contained in
E(D), and T contains at least two elements, then T is a surjective
fixed point set of D.

Proof. Let D1 be the subcontinuum of D which is irreducible
about T. One verifies easily that T = E{D^, so if D = D1 then the
result follows from Lemma 5. If D Φ Dλ we divide the argument
into two cases.

Suppose first that U = D — Dγ is connected. In this case, by
Lemma 2, 9 U consists of a single element, x09 and x0 is not an endpoint
of D. Since T contains at least two elements, we may select tγ e T
and ae A — ( Γ u [̂ o, £J) Moreover, there is a connected open set V
such that

α e F c f c A - (ΓU [®0, ίj)

and such that dV is finite. Let {6} = dV Π [θ5o, α]. If JS is a com-
ponent of A — V, then by Lemma 6 there is a continuous surjection
fs: R—+DB9 where DR is the subcontinuum irreducible about (TΓϊ R) U
{α;0}, such that fR{b) — x0 and the fixed point set of fB is Γfl i2.
Further, in case xoeR it also follows that xoe[b} f(x0)]. If α is an
arc contained in V, then there is a mapping of a onto C7, and because
U is an absolute retract this mapping extends to a continuous surjec-
tion fv\ V^U such that f(dV) = {&„}. If / : JD->JD is defined by

f\V = fv,

fΦ) = {f(xQ)} ,

f\R=fR for each component R oί Dλ — V ,

then it is a routine matter to verify that / is a continuous surjection
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whose fixed point set is T.
It remains to consider the case where D — A has at least two

components. Let U1 and U2 be distinct components of D — A By
Lemma 2, there are elements at and α2 of D — E(D) such that {αj = 9 ϋi
and {α2} = 9 U2. By Lemma 3 there is a continuous surjection f: D-+D
such that /J A is the identity mapping on Duf1{U^ = D — U^f^U^ =
D - U2 and /;(£?) = 9*7 for all other components U of D - A By
Lemma 5 there is a continuous surjection f2: D-* D whose fixed point
set is E(D). Moreover, according to the construction of Lemma 5,
there is a selected element e0 of E(D) — we may select eQe T — such
that f2(z) = [e0, z] for each ze D. Accordingly, since [eQ, z] c A for
each zeDu we infer that /2(A) c A If / = /2/i then / is a contin-
uous surjection with fixed point set T.

LEMMA 8. Let D be a dendrίte and suppose U is a nonempty
proper connected open subset of D. If either of the following two
conditions holds:

(i) D — U has at least two components, or
(ii) U is not an arc,

then dU is a surjectίve fixed point set of D.

Proof. If (i) holds then by Lemma 3 there is a continuous sur-
jection f:D-+D whose fixed point set is U. Further, dU contains
at least two elements, so by Lemma 7 there is a continuous surjec-
tion /2: U-+U whose fixed point set is 5Z7. If f: D—+ D is defined
by /1(D - U) = f11(D - U) and f\U = /2, then / is a continuous
surjection with fixed point set dU. On the other hand, if D — U has
only one component then U is not an arc and hence neither is D. In
this case 9 U consists of a single element and the lemma now follows
from Lemma 4.

THEOREM lO If D is a dendrite and K is a nonempty closed
subset of D, then K is a surjective fixed point set of D if and only
if D — K is not homeomorphic to [0, °°).

Proof. Suppose D — K is not homeomorphic to [0, °o). If D — K
has only one component, then by Lemma 8 there is a continuous
surjection g: D — K —> D — K keeping only the elements of dK fixed.
If g is extended over D by defining g\K — 1, then g is a continuous
surjection whose fixed point set is K. If D — K has more than one
component, none of which is a copy of [0, oo), then essentially the
same procedure suffices. Hence we may suppose that D — K has at
least two components, ί/i and U72, with Ut homeomorphic to [0, oo).
Then there exists xL e K such that {x,} — 9 UL and Uι = [xl9 ej is an
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arc where eι e E(D). Choose x2edU2 so that the (possibly degenerate)
arc [xl9 x2] meets Uι U U2 only in xx and x2. If a2 e U2 then there is
a continuous mapping of the arc [α2, x2] onto [xu x2] U Ut keeping x2

fixed. Since [xu x2] U Uλ is an absolute retract, this mapping extends
to a continuous mapping f2: U2 —> [x1<f x2] U UΊ Because U1 is an arc,
there is a continuous surjection fλ: Uι—+ D — Ut with fL(xL) = x19 If
U is a component of D — K other than ΌΊ or Ϊ72 and if d U has at
least two points, then by Lemma 7 there is a continuous surjection
fΌ\ U—> U with dU as fixed point set. If Z7 is a component other
than Uι or Z72 and if dU has only one point, let fu(U) ~ dU. We
define / : D -> D by / | ^ = /< (i = 1, 2), f\U = fn for all components
U of D - K other than U; and Ϊ72, and / |ϋΓ = 1. It is clear that /
is a continuous surjection and that K is its fixed point set.

Conversely, if D — K is homeomorphic to [0, ©o) then D — K =
[xl9 e] — {xL} with &! 6 Z". If / : D —> D is a continuous surjection whose
fixed point set is K, let r: D —* [c ,̂ e] be the natural retraction defined
by r(x) = #! if a? G iΓ. It follows that rf is a continuous surjection
of the arc [xLf e] whose fixed point set is {xL}, and this is impossible.
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